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Abstract: We report broadband antireflective disordered subwavelength 
structures (d-SWSs), which were fabricated on 4-inch silicon wafers by 
spin-coating Ag ink and metal-assisted chemical etching. The antireflection 
properties of the d-SWSs depend on its dimensions and heights, which were 
changed by the sintering temperature of the spin-coated Ag ink and etching 
time. The fabricated d-SWSs drastically reduced surface reflection over a 
wide range of wavelengths and incident angles, providing good surface 
uniformity. The d-SWSs with the most appropriate geometry for practical 
solar cell applications exhibit only 1.23% solar-weighted reflectance in the 
wavelength range of 300-1100 nm and average reflectance <5% up to an 
incident angle of 55° in the wavelength range of 300-2500 nm. This simple 
and low-cost nanofabrication method for antireflection could be of great 
importance in optical device applications because it allows mass production 
without any lithography processes or sophisticated equipment. 
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1. Introduction 

Over recent years, there has been an increasing demand for high-efficiency photovoltaic 
devices, which are key components in solving global-warming issues due to burning fossil 
fuels [1,2]. Because the conversion efficiency of a solar cell depends on its photon absorption, 
developing a broadband and omnidirectional antireflective structure is indispensable for 
improving the performance of solar cells [3–11]. Subwavelength structures (SWSs) are the 
most appropriate type of antireflective structure for improving the performance of optical and 
optoelectronic devices including solar cells, photodetectors, and displays. A great deal of 
effort has been made to produce SWSs in various ways. Common methods of SWSs 
fabrication are based on dry etching of nano-scale mask patterns formed by e-
beam/interference/nanoimprint lithography [3–6] or anodic porous alumina mask [7]. 
However, these methods are expensive, complex, and not adequate for a wafer-scale process. 
Recently, disordered SWSs (d-SWSs) fabricated by nonlithographic metal nanoparticle and 
dry etching methods have been reported to overcome these obstacles [8–12]. Unfortunately, 
this fabrication method still has noneconomic barriers such as long process time and the 
necessity of vacuum systems for metal evaporation, thermal dewetting, and dry etching. 
These problems restrict the employment of SWSs in practical solar cell applications. To 
address these problems, an economical and simple nanofabrication technique is required. 

We report wafer-scale broadband antireflective silicon fabricated by a nanofabrication 
method that uses spin-coated Ag ink and metal-assisted chemical etching based on the strong 
catalytic activity of metal [13–15] to produce silicon d-SWSs. This simple, fast, and cost-
effective wafer-scale process allows mass production without any lithography processes or 
sophisticated equipment. To achieve desirable antireflective d-SWSs for practical solar cell 
applications, d-SWSs with various dimensions and heights were fabricated and their 
antireflection properties were systematically investigated. The fabricated d-SWSs on 4-inch 
silicon wafer significantly reduced surface reflection over a wide range of incident angles and 
wavelengths, in comparison to bare silicon and showed good surface uniformity. 

2. Fabrication of wafer-scale antireflective silicon 

Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the process steps for fabricating the d-SWSs by 
spin-coating Ag ink and metal-assisted chemical etching. Scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) images from each process step are also shown in the right column of Fig. 1. A diluted 
solvent-based Ag ink, which is composed of soluble Ag clusters that includes Ag atoms of 
10% wt., was spin-coated on p-type crystalline silicon (100) wafers (Boron-doped with 
resistivity of 1-30 Ω cm). To obtain the optimum thickness of the as-coated Ag layer, the 
dilution ratio of 1:2 (Ag ink: isopropanol) and coating conditions were adjusted. The wafers 
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were sintered on a hotplate at temperatures of 150°C, 170°C, 200°C, and 250°C for 3 min, to 
produce nano-scale Ag mesh structures with various dimensions. In this method, the thermal 
treatment temperatures were much lower than the previously reported methods, in which the 
solid metal films were used to form metal nanoparticles for dry etching [9–12]. Thus, device 
degradation problems due to higher thermal temperatures may be addressed by the application 
of this method. At the initial state of the sintering process, the solvent in the Ag ink was 
evaporated. As the sintering time increased, the nano-scale random Ag mesh structures were 
formed by self-agglomeration of Ag due to the enhanced surface energy of Ag [10]. To 
generate d-SWSs, the wafers were immersed in an aqueous solution of 70% nitric acid, 50% 
hydrofluoric acid, and deionized (DI) water (4:1:20 v/v/v) at room temperature. The solution 
was deliberately mixed because it affects the etch rate and surface morphology of the silicon 
d-SWSs [15]. During this metal-assisted chemical etching process, the Ag sank into the 
silicon substrate through a chemical reaction of locally induced excessive oxidation and 
dissolution of silicon underneath the Ag mesh structures [13–15]. Thus, the d-SWSs have 
inversely transferred morphology of the Ag mesh patterns, and the dimensions of d-SWSs 
rely on the geometry of Ag mesh. The etching direction was identical to the crystallographic 
orientation of silicon wafer, due to the chemical instability of the (100). Subsequently, the 
wafers were immersed in nitric acid solution to completely remove the residual Ag and were 
then rinsed with DI water and dried under a flow of N2 gas. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration (left column) of the process steps for fabricating the d-SWSs by 
spin-coating Ag ink and metal-assisted chemical etching. Tilted cross-sectional view SEM 
images (right column) in each process step. 

3. Results and discussion 

Figure 2(a) exhibits the exposed surface ratio of silicon wafers as a function of sintering 
temperature. The sintering temperature was carefully adjusted to obtain silicon d-SWSs with 
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various dimensions because it strongly influenced the geometry of the self-aggregated Ag 
mesh as well as antireflection properties of SWSs [3]. To analyze the exposed surface area, a 
commercial image processing program (ImageJ 1.42q, NIH) was utilized. As the sintering 
temperature increases, the exposed surface ratio gradually increases, which is attributed to 
agglomeration of Ag to minimize the surface free energy, when the surface energy of Ag is 
sufficient for thermal dewetting [10]. As shown in the insets in Fig. 2(a), both the interspace 
(dark contrast regions) between the adjacent Ag mesh (gray contrast regions) and the 
dimensions of the Ag mesh increases, when the sintering temperature increases. Figure 2(b) 
shows top view SEM images of the d-SWSs after metal-assisted chemical etching for 10 min. 
In the SEM images, the gray contrast regions show the surface of SWSs, and the dark contrast 
regions show the etched silicon regions. The SEM images are evidence of the formation of 
the d-SWSs with different dimensions by adjusting the sintering temperature. 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Exposed surface ratio of silicon wafers as a function of sintering temperature. The 
insets show top view SEM images of Ag mesh structure (gray contrast region). (b) Top view 
SEM images of d-SWSs after metal-assisted chemical etching process for 10min. 

The reflectance spectra of the fabricated d-SWSs by using metal-assisted chemical etching 
were measured using a UV-VIR-NIR spectrophotometer (Cary 5000, Varian) equipped with 
an integrating sphere for hemispherical reflectance measurement. Figure 3 shows the sintering 
temperature dependent hemispherical reflectance spectra as a function of wavelength of 300-
1100 nm for the 10 min etched d-SWSs. The reflectance of bare silicon is also shown as a 
reference. The bare silicon exhibits more than 30% hemispherical reflectance, whereas the d-
SWSs remarkably reduce reflectance throughout the entire wavelength range. The d-SWSs 
with small dimensions (150°C) exhibit low reflectance at narrow, short wavelength regions, 
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whereas the d-SWSs with larger dimensions (200°C and 250°C) exhibit stable reflectance at 
broad long wavelength regions. This behavior is attributed to broaden and shift to higher 
wavelengths of the low reflectance region by increasing the dimension of SWSs [3]. Among 
the d-SWSs, the d-SWSs with a 170°C sintering temperature displays the best broadband 
antireflection capability with an average hemispherical reflectance of 1.57% in the 
wavelength range of 300-1100 nm, due to its mixed SWSs dimensions changing from 150°C 
to 200°C. The rapid increase of reflectance spectra at wavelength longer than 1050 nm is due 
to the scattered light from the back surface. 
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Fig. 3. The measured hemispherical reflectance spectra as a function of wavelength for the 
fabricated d-SWSs with an etching time of 10 min. 

Figure 4(a) shows the etching depth as a function of etching time, and the insets show the 
cross-sectional SEM images of the fabricated d-SWS with a sintering temperature of 170°C 
for various etching times. The etching depth increases linearly with etching time at an 
approximate rate of 44.3 nm/min. This result means that the silicon SWSs with tailored height 
can be obtained by controlling the etching time. Figure 4(b) shows the solar-weighted 
reflectance (SWR) as a function of etching time for various sintering temperatures. The SWR 
is an important parameter for the optimization of the antireflection structure for solar cells, 
and it can be explained as the ratio of reflected photons to total incident photons, i.e., the 
normalization of reflectance spectra with the terrestrial air mass 1.5 global (AM1.5G) as 
given in following equation [16] 

 
( ) ( )

( )

photon

photon

R N d
SWR

N d

λ λ λ

λ λ
=
∫
∫

 (1) 

where R(λ) is the hemispherical reflectance and Nphoton is the photon number of AM1.5G per 
unit area per unit wavelength [17]. The calculated SWRs of the d-SWSs are drastically 
decreased compared to those of bare silicon of 35.91% in the wavelength range of 300-1100 
nm. As etching time increases, the SWRs gradually decrease due to a slower change of the 
effective refractive index between silicon and air, which is due to the increase in height. 
Although taller height d-SWSs have a smaller SWR, the d-SWSs with lower height are 
required for practical solar cell applications due to their fragile nature. Therefore, the wafer 
with a sintering temperature of 170°C and an etching time of 10 min has the lowest SWR of 
1.23% and the most appropriate one for silicon solar cell applications. 
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Fig. 4. (a) The etching depth of silicon wafers as a function of etching time, the gradient of the 
line is about 44.3 nm/min. (b) The calculated SWR of silicon wafers with SWSs as a function 
of sintering temperatures and etching time. 

The angle-dependent antireflection property is also an important parameter to optimize the 
antireflection structure for improving the performance of optical device such solar cells and 
light-sensitive detectors. Figure 5 shows contour plots of the incidence-angle-dependent 
reflectance as a function of wavelength range of 300-2500 nm for wafers etched for 10 min at 
different sintering temperatures producing different dimensions of d-SWSs. The data were 
obtained using a Cary variable angle specular reflectance accessory in specular mode. The 
reflectance increases as the angle of incidence (AOI) increases. The average reflectance over 
the incidence angle range of 20°-70° and the wavelength range of 300-2500 nm are 10.52%, 
4.11%, 7.45%, and 8.56% with increasing dimensions (i.e., sintering temperature). When the 
measured reflectance for each d-SWSs is compared in the view of lower reflectance through 
broad wavelength region, the d-SWSs with a sintering temperature of 170°C again show the 
best result, i.e., have the lowest reflectance value in the broad wavelength and average 
reflectance of <5% up to AOI of 55°. This behavior is attributed to having mixed SWSs 
dimensions between the smaller SWSs and the larger SWSs, which dominantly reduce 
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surface reflection in the short wavelength region and long wavelength region, respectively 
[3,4]. 
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Fig. 5. Incidence-angle-dependent reflectance as a function of wavelength for 10 min etched 
silicon SWSs with various sintering temperatures. 

Figure 6(a) shows fabricated 4-inch d-SWSs (black silicon) with a sintering temperature 
of 170°C and bare silicon for comparison of background image reflection. The black silicon 
does not reflect anything because of its excellent antireflective characteristics, while the bare 
silicon reflects the background image. To investigate the surface uniformity of the wafer-
scale processed black silicon, a white light source (halogen lamp) surface mapping system 
(RPM 2000, Accent) was used. The color in Fig. 6(b) and 6(c) represent the surface reflection 
intensity of the bare and the black silicon. The reflected intensity of the black silicon is 
significantly lower than that of the bare silicon, and has a good surface uniformity. 
Consequently, the nanofabrication technique using Ag ink and metal-assisted chemical 
etching easily produces wafer-scale broadband antireflective black silicon for optical 
applications. Recently, this metal-assisted chemical etching mechanism has also been utilized 
to fabricate microstructures or nanoporous structures on III-V compound semiconductor 
materials, such as GaAs and GaN [18,19], which have been widely used for optoelectronic 
device applications. Thus, this technique could also be utilized to fabricate high-efficiency 
III-V material based optical devices. 
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(b) (c)
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Fig. 6. (a) Comparison of 4-inch processed antireflective black silicon (right) with reflective 
polished bare silicon (left). (b) Surface map of bare silicon wafer. (c) Surface map of black 
silicon wafer. 

4. Conclusion 

We fabricated wafer-scale broadband antireflective silicon d-SWSs by using a simple and 
low-cost nanofabrication method that uses spin-coating Ag ink and metal-assisted chemical 
etching. To achieve desirable antireflective structure for practical device applications, d-
SWSs with various dimensions were fabricated by changing the sintering temperature of the 
spin-coated Ag ink. The fabricated 4-inch silicon d-SWSs showed significantly lower 
reflection values compared to bare silicon, and their antireflection properties were strongly 
related to the dimensions of the d-SWSs. The black silicon with the most appropriate d-SWSs 
(i.e., 170°C sintering temperature and 10 min etching time) for practical solar cell application 
exhibited a SWR value of 1.23% in the wavelength range of 300-1100 nm and an average 
reflectance value of <5% up to AOI of 55° in the wavelength range of 300-2500 nm, as well 
as good surface uniformity. The proposed nanofabrication method provides the fabrication of 
well-tailored antireflective d-SWSs by controlling the sintering temperature of Ag ink (SWSs 
dimensions) and etching time (SWSs height). Furthermore, it may also provide a promising 
potential for high-efficiency optical and optoelectronic device applications. 
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